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Abstract: Privacy-Preserving-Data-Mining (PPDM) is a novel 

study which goals to protect the secretive evidence also circumvent 
the revelation of the evidence through the records reproducing 
progression. This paper focused on the privacy preserving on 
vertical separated databases. The designed methodology for the 
subcontracted databases allows multiple data viewers besides 
vendors proficiently to their records securely without conceding 
the secrecy of the data. Privacy Preserving Association 
Rule-Mining (PPARM) is one method, which objects to pelt 
sensitivity of the association imperative. A new efficient approach 
lives the benefit since the strange optimizations algorithms for the 
delicate association rule hiding. It is required to get leak less 
information of the raw data. The evaluation of the efficient of the 
proposed method can be conducting on some experiments on 
different databases. Based on the above optimization algorithm, 
the modified algorithm is to optimize the association rules on 
vertically and horizontally separated database and studied their 
performance. 

 
Keywords: Privacy Preserving, Optimization, Vertically 

Separated Databases, Horizontally Partitioned Databases.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Now days, the PPDM takes an important anxiety owing to 

the fast growing of electronics records in government, 
corporation and altered organization. Such records may 
indirectly encompass delicate evidence and can prime to 
secrecy or refuge extortions if they are altered. Due to rapid 
changes of the data mining technologies, getting user's 
sensitive information from the data is very easy.  

Association rule hiding is a subarea of PPDM, which 
trainings the lateral effect of data mining method, which 
produced since disclosing the penetrating evidence, fit to 
users or administrations. There are several protracted 
customary of methods, that composed records or information 
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pattern removed from the record has to be united through 
others to assist possessor or association actual resolves[8]. 
The distributing of records or data do at a cost to secrecy 
owed to dual focal aims: (i) uncertainty records mention to 
entities, at that time of confession may disrupt the 
confidentiality of the objects, which is verified in that records, 
and (ii) the condition the records respect to commercial/ 
administrations evidence, the exposer of this records. 
Otherwise, some information excavated as of the records may 
expose delicate profession confidences that can suggest a vital 
benefit to commercial participants and therefore may source 
the record holder to drop corporate ended his earls. The 
method of beating association rules are a category of record 
implication mechanism, however the situation fore-most 
objectives are toward defend the complex rule not the 
complex records [1]. Popular association rules are beating, 
the sets of complex association rule is stated through the 
safety administrators or records holder, to clean the records 
that will be incapable to excerpt the complex rule and 
excavation completely the noncomplex rule. 

Some technique has been recycled to hide complex ARs 
through undertaking several deviations in the novel datasets 
([2], [3]). In place of the usage of data mining procedure to 
excerpt, valuable outlines for huge records are growing. 
Concerns nearby the expose of secluded evidence through this 
method also raised. PPDM are useful in completely data 
mining techniques that are assembling, classifications and 
association rules. Algorithms of this area avoid the depiction 
of secluded information’s, although maintaining the 

convenience of noncomplex evidence as such as probable by 
adaptation and alteration of the databank.  

Several algorithms are available in its expanse, all of that 
have dissimilar strength and faults ([4], [5], [20]). The 
directed activity in PPARM, can be divided into three main 
categories, Broad based, exact and heuristic approach. One of 
the met heuristic algorithms is Cuckoo optimization 
algorithm. Seeing the above stated particulars, the foremost 
anxiety and detached of this training was to usage modified 
Cuckoo optimization algorithm. Using this  algorithm in 
privacy preserving ARM the sensitive information completely 
or partially hidden successfully and by minimum cross effect 
by, (i) No consuming beating catastrophe, (ii) Reducing trace 
statute quantity and, (iii) Declining missing rules 
extra-ordinarily. The collections of numerical evidence by 
governments, businesses, and entities have created a 
condition that enables large-scale data mining and statistics 
enquiry.  
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Furthermore, by common benefit, or by regulation that 
requires assured records to be distributed, there is a request 
for distribution records amongst several revelries. 
Information participating has an extensive past information 
technology. Traditional data sharing rises to interactions of 
data between a data holder and a data recipient [6]. 

The present privacy practice depends on plans and rules to 
confine the sorts of publishable information, and 
concurrences on the utilization and capacity of sensitive 
information [9]. The confinement of this methodology is that 
it either mutilates information unreasonably or needs a trust 
level that is unrealistically great in numerous data-sharing 
circumstances. What's more, arrangements and rules cannot 
prevent adversaries who don't observe manages in any case. 
Agreements and agreements cannot ensure that sensitive data 
will not be indiscreetly lost and end up in inappropriate hands. 

II. PRESENT WORK 

A. Collections and Reproducing of Data 
An ordinary situation of information collections and 
re-producing is depicted in Fig-1. Here dataset assembly 
stage, the dataset frame gathers information from records 
owner. The data reproducing stage, the data frame discharges 
the gathered information to a dataset collier or general 
society, called the dataset receiver, who will at that point lead 
in-formation mining on the distributed information. Take one 
instance, a clinic collects records from patient and reproduces 
the patient record to an outside health center [13]. At here 
model says, the clinic is the records vendor, patient is records 
owner, and health-center is the records receiver. The data 
mining directed at the health-center might be any 
investigation charge from a straightforward total of the sum of 
people with diabetic to a cultured cluster study. 

 
Fig. 1. Data Collections and Reproducing of Data  

Here dual model of record holders. This untrusted model, 
the record vendor is not reliable and it can endeavor to 
recognize delicate evidence from records owner. Different 
cryptographies arrangements, unidentified communications, 
and statistical approaches are projected to gather record 
namelessly from their owners deprived of uncovering the 
owner character. Confided in this prototypical, the 
information holder is dependable and records owner are 
happy toward give their individual evidence to the records 
holder; be that as it may, the trust isn't transitive to the data 
recipient.  
B.  Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing 

The record frames have a counter of the clear identifiers, 
pseudo identifiers, sensitive attribute and non-sensitive 
at-tribute. Where explicit identifiers are sets of attribute i.e. 
Name, SSN and information of record owner. Quasi 
identifiers are sets of attribute i.e. identification records of 

owner. Sensitive attribute consists of infection, income, and 
infirmity status. Non-sensitive attribute contains those 
attributes are not in preceding groups. Maximum works 
assume which four set are separate besides every record 
represent a discrete records owner ([10], [11], [12]). 

Anonymization alludes to the PPDP approaches look to 
conceal character as well as the delicate information of record 
owner, accepting that sensitive information must be held for 
information analysis (Fig-2). 
 

 
Fig. 2. Linking to re-identify record owner [10] 

C.  Attack Models and Privacy Models 
Admittance to the distributed records ought not to empower 

the opponent to pick up everything additional almost some 
objective target with no access to the database, uniform 
through the nearness of some opponent’s related experience 

got from different source ([14], [15], [20]). Popular a genuine 
application, complete confidentiality defense is incredible 
owed to the occurrence of the opponent’s related information. 
Maximum works on privacy-preserving-data-publishing 
(PPDP) reflects an extra relaxed, extra-applied idea of 
confidentiality defense by supposing the challenger has 
restricted related awareness. Under, the word “victim” 

mentions to the records holder embattled by the opponent. We 
may approximately categorize secrecy copies to dual category 
centered on their occurrence ideologies (Fig 3). 

Fig. 3. Privacy Model [10] 

 
D. Technical Description 

Input Dataset 
In this experiment the census Income dataset is used ([19], 

[20]). The data set has the attributes {Age, Work_class, 
Education_num, Occupation, Marital_status, Race, 
Capital_loss, Capital_gain, Nat_country, Hr_per_week, Sex, 
Income}.  
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Preprocesses of Novel Datasets 

Preprocesses is the first process on the original dataset in the 
proposed algorithm which is greatest significant and powerful 
phases of the scheduled method. Then the complex 
substances occur impartial in convinced communications of 
the datasets, altering and deploying all communications is a 
tedious and futile assignment which expands the scope of 

living spaces, yet in addition aims the manufacture pointless 
and inconsequential explanations an expansion in the TIME 
devoured on behalf of acquiring progressively viable 
solutions; subsequently expanding the sanitization time. To 
maintain a strategic distance from such negative impacts, a 
preprocess activity have been viewed as that incorporates two 
stages.  

Table I. Input Sam ple dataset of Census Income 

Accordingly, directing pre-process activity arranged novel 
datasets would prompt abatement of natural surroundings, 
decrease un-vital change in datasets, inhibition of delivering 
unrelated arrangements and earlier admittance to optimum 
solutions.  
Novel Algorithm  

The fundamental stages of the planned procedure entitled 
as “Cuckoo Optimization Algorithm for Association Rule 
Hiding (COA4ARH)” is shown on the flowchart.  
COA4ARH Algorithm 
1. Pre-processes “Original Dataset” 
2. Initiate “Primary Population” 
3. Run “Fitness Function” 
4. Run “Best Solution Function” 
5. Repeat    // create novel solution for every solutions  
6. K = (Max NNS – Min NNS) × Rand[0,1] + Min NNS 

//Dedicate K 
7. MR = [∝ × Current solution _ sK Total l of all solution _ sK]×( Vhi 

–Vlow) 
8. Run “Fitness Function” 
9. Run “Best Solution Function” 
10. Fix Rand [0 ,1] to the designated items 
11. Bound numbers of solution to Nmax 
12. for each solution in population 
13. Run “Immigration Function” 
14. Run “Fitness Function” 
15. Run “Best Solution Function” 
16. till the end of state is fulfilled 
Terminate the algorithm if the desired conditions achieved 

Fitness Function  
The fitness value is computed for every standing solution in 

early populace ([16], [17]). The suitability standard for other 
solution is deliberate by eq. (1), (4) and (6) that mention in 
below: 

minfit1 = |HF|          (1)  
where |HF| is the quantity of beating failure. 

|HF| = |Rs |i =1 ri state                     (2) 
where |Rs| is the quantity of complex rules  

ri state      = 0 if sup(Ii) < MST or Conf(ri) < MCT  
            = 1 otherwise                        (3)  

where Ii is the item set of ri.  
The second fitness value is calculated by Eq. (4)  

minfit2 = |LR|           (4) 

The procedure of mining the present solution in a populace 
for every iteration is a time consuming process. Henceforth 
the functions minfit1, minfit2 and minfit3 have been used in 
such a way that the mining of the solution is not compulsory.  
Best Solution Function  

K = (Max NNS −Min NNS) ×Rand [0,1] + Min NNS  (5)  
where K is the total of innovative solution produced by every 
paternal solution. 
Max NNS is maximum Number of New Solutions. Min NNS 
is minimum Number of New Solutions. This number is 
Modifications Radius shown with MR.  

MR = ∝ × Current solution K Total l of all solution K × 
       ( Vhi −Vlow )              (6)  

Where MR is the quantity of every paternal solution’s items 
that changes. ∝ shows the quantity of total iterations. Vhi and 
Vlow are respectively high and low limit of every adjustable in 
optimizations problems [18].  

 
a) Different Items for best and Current Solutions 

 
b) Arbitrary Selection of N-items from Different 

Items of Current Solutions 

 
c) Modification of Selected Items and Generation  

of Next Solutions 
Fig. 4. Preparation of Best Solution 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Age Work_Class Qualification 
Educ_
Num 

Marital_Status Occupation 
Catego

ry 
Race Sex 

Cap_G
ain 

Cap-
Loss 

HR_p
erWe

ek 

Nat_Cou
ntry 

Income 
(K) 

39  State-gov  Bachelors 13  Never-married  Adm-clerical 
 
Not-in-
family 

 White 
 
Male 

2174 0 40 
 
United-S
tates 

 <=50 

50 
 
Self-emp-not
-inc 

 Bachelors 13 
 
Married-civ-spou
se 

 
Exec-manageri
al 

 
Husban
d 

 White 
 
Male 

0 0 13 
 
United-S
tates 

 <=50 

38  Private  HS-grad 9  Divorced 
 
Handlers-clean
ers 

 
Not-in-
family 

 White 
 
Male 

0 0 40 
 
United-S
tates 

 <=50 

53  Private  11th 7 
 
Married-civ-spou
se 

 
Handlers-clean
ers 

 
Husban
d 

 Black 
 
Male 

0 0 40 
 
United-S
tates 

 <=50 
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Immigration Function 
In directive to recover the outstanding results, through the 
resolve of refining the capability of the projected algorithm to 
discharge from native goals and outcome better answers 
associated to what is already expanded; all explanations are 
altered in a method to be additional comparable and faster to 
the finest result. This alteration may lead to the compeers of 
improved solution likened to the premium existing solution. 
Nevertheless, the best current solution will be considered as 
the best global solution. Based on the Hamming distance, the 
quantity of dissimilar objects amongst the current and best 
solution is identical to 7 that are demonstrated in red as 
exposed in Fig. 4 (a). The rate of N may currently be resolute 
that is identical to an arbitrary quantity of dissimilar objects. It     
means that 3 objects of dissimilar objects of the current 
solution would be altered. Henceforth after those 7 objects, 3 
objects will be selected arbitrarily. The rate of all certain 
object would be changed. By this method, the following 
results are created that are alike to the best solution. Now the 
quantities of unmatched objects have decreased.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

The analysis of the proposed method is carried out using the 
software R and MATLAB using Intel Processor.  Census 
Dataset is used to get the Sensitive Association Rules.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Flowchart of the Process 

Processing Steps  
 Taking census data set and pre-processes the original 

dataset 
 Import dataset into R and apply apriori algorithm 

generate Association rules 
 Process of data into Excel sheet and delete unwanted 

attributes 
 Prepare current solution 
 Apply cuckoo algorithm and find best solution from 

graph 
 Compare current and best solutions 
 Identify the sensitive attributes 
 Hide the sensitive rules and generate non-sensitive rules 

Import Dataset into R 

Fig. 6. Census Dataset imported into R 
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Output Analysis of Apriori Algorithm 

 
Fig. 7. Association Rules Generation 

Process of Data into Excel Sheet 

 
Fig. 8. Prepare Data in Binary String 

Delete unwanted Attributes 

Fig. 9. Minimize the Sum Value
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Output Analysis of Cuckoo Algorithm 

 
Fig. 10. Finding Best Solution from Cuckoo Algorithm 

Compare the Solutions 

 
Fig. 11. Identify Sensitive Attributes 

Sensitive Association Rules Hidden 

 
Fig. 12. Non-sensitive Rules 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The current work has projected a modified met heuristic 
technique for beating complex association rule by cuckoo 
optimization algorithm and considered few attributes to check 
the algorithm. The projected procedure is skilful of 
instantaneously beating some profound association rule. The 
greatest vital and significant feature of the current training is 
describing pre-processes procedures that include dual stages 
in the opening of planned process algorithm. This 
pre-processes procedure origins a incredible fall in the 
amount of repetitions and immediate access to the optimum 
solutions. In this paper, there are three suitability procedures 
have been presented that can invent the result with least lateral 
effect. Additional an immigration function has been 
well-defined that enhanced the capability of the pro-jected 
procedure to emission from limited optimum.  

Describing a novel “fitness function” which may shrinkage 

the extent of Lost Rules and reserve the process’s proficien-cy 
of beating profound rule and evading group of presence rules 
shall be the resolve of upcoming studies. Also, finished 
certain computation, the number of subtle item that should be 
removed for beating subtle rules can be designed; only this 
quantity of complex item would be erased to shrinkage the 
numbers of lost rule. 
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